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• Deferring current consumption to (hopefully) be able to consume more in the future  

• Are we essentially trying to maximise future consumption?

• Maximise returns? Nothing in life comes for free

• Study, work hard (at the right thing)

• Choose wrong courses, work hard at the wrong job, choose wrong investments 

Investing: What are we trying to achieve?
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All things are always on the move simultaneously
Winston Churchill
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Diversification…… ah the Power, I can’t control it !
Correlation=0,95

15 Stocks 98% of original risk
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Diversification…… ah the Power, I can’t control it ! 
Correlation=0,7

15 Stocks 85% of original risk
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Diversification…… ah the Power, I can’t control it !
Correlation=0,5

15 Stocks 74% of original risk
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Diversification…… ah the Power, I can’t control it !
Correlation =0,2

15 Stocks 50%of original risk
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Diversification…… ah the Power, I can’t control it !
Correlation =0,1

15 Stocks 40% of original risk
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Diversification…… ah the Power, I can’t control it !
Correlation =0 

15 Stocks 26% of original risk
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Diversification…… ah the Power, I can’t control it !
Local Asset Allocation 85.89%
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Correlation of returns……not obvious
Positively correlated set of return series (0,9)
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Correlation of returns……not obvious
Negatively  correlated return series (-0,9) 
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• Neglecting tax and trading costs, Investment Diversification is ALWAYS a good thing 

• In Equity, diversification benefits decrease with increasing correlation, TOP40 average 
pairwise correlation is at 0,18 over last 5 years. 

• In credit, Default Correlation close to zero not enough tail events to measure

• Equity… pick me a winner……. Credit avoid catastrophic events 

• In Credit, Diversification is a MUST HAVE  … pass me that crystal ball 

Diversification
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• Is the historic sample representative of the overall distribution?

• Student t distribution…. MatLab used to generate correlated outcomes

• Equity returns generated from last 13 years of monthly data, alpha since 2011,IPF from 
2011

• Fairtree Equity alpha production has a negative correlation to the overall market

• MatLab generating outputs of monthly returns over 20 years. 50 000 simulations

Simulating returns
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Sometimes some Caution is Warranted
Income Plus 70%, Fairtree Equity 30%
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CONCLUSIONS 

• Maximising long term or horizon based return must be what we after

• The world is a risky place, just like last year etc. etc.

• Diversification matters, end of story

• For the more risk averse investor, Select BCI Cautious Fund seems a good compromise

• Good upside with Low probabilities of large losses
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Thank you
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Fairtree Capital (Pty) Ltd is registered as a financial services provider with the Financial Services Board of
South Africa, with registration number 2004/033269/07 and FSP number 25917.

A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions, as well as a detailed description on how
performance fees are calculated and applied, is available on request from the manager of each fund
(“the Manager”), being either IDS Management Company (RF) (Pty) Ltd, MET Collective Investments
(RF) (Pty) Ltd, Nautilus Managed Account Platform (RF) (Pty) Ltd, Prescient Management Company (RF)
(Pty) Ltd or Boutique Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd, all being registered and approved managers
of Collective Investment Schemes. The name of the fund shall reflect the name of the approved
manager of the fund. Additional information, including key investor information documents, minimum
disclosure documents as well as other information relating to the portfolio is available, free of charge,
on request from the Manager.

The Manager retains full legal responsibility for any co-named portfolio and is responsible for the
appointment of a trustee in accordance with the provisions of the Collective Investment Schemes
Control Act, 45 of 2002

We believe the information displayed is accurate and reliable, but no warranty of accuracy or reliability
is given and no responsibility arising in any way for errors and omissions (including by way of
negligence) is accepted by Fairtree Capital (Pty) Ltd.

This information is not intended to provide advice to, or take into account individual investors’
objectives or circumstances. This material should not be construed to represent a solicitation to invest
in the portfolio and is disclosed for reporting purposes only.

Collective Investment Schemes are generally medium to long-term investments. Please note that past
performance is no guarantee of future performance and that the value of participatory interests may go
down as well as up. Collective investments are traded at ruling prices and can engage in scrip lending
and borrowing. A Collective Investment Scheme may be closed to new investors in order for it to be
managed more efficiently in accordance with its mandate. The Manager does not provide any
guarantee with respect to the capital or the return of the portfolio. Excessive withdrawals from the
portfolio may place the portfolio under liquidity pressure and in such circumstances, a process of ring-
fencing of withdrawal instructions and managed pay-outs over time may be followed. Commission and
incentives may be paid, and if so, are included in the overall costs. Investors should note that the value
of an investment is dependent on numerous factors which may include, but not limited to, share price
fluctuations, interest and exchange rates and other economic factors. Performance is further affected
by uncertainties such as changes in government policy, taxation and other legal or regulatory
developments.

The performance of the portfolio is dependent on the making of correct assessments of the price
movements of individual securities and other investments. Financial markets have historically exhibited
high levels of volatility and negative movements that have affected the price of all assets within a
specific class. The portfolio’s investments will thus be subject to market risk. Through financial gearing
via the long/short process, the portfolio may be leveraged. This will mean enhanced positive gains but
conversely can mean magnified losses. No taxation has been deducted in the computation of returns.
The taxation treatment of returns is the investor’s responsibility. All returns are disclosed net of
performance fees.

DISCLAIMER
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